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employees; and (ii) the alternative negotiations it could conduct with new job
seekers. In this context, labour turnover costs not only influence the
negotiators' alternatives to bargaining (i.e. the negotiators' fall-back positions
and outside options); they affect the nature of the bargaining process itself.
This approach leads to a new theory of wage determination.
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Existing wage bargaining theories have paid scant attention to labour turnover
costs, focusing predominantly on how wages are set when the firm and its
employees bargain without interference from other job searchers. In
conventional theories, employees' bargaining power is portrayed as either
exogenously given (as in the Nash bargaining theories, where the bargaining
power is depicted by a constant exponent of the Nash product) or determined
by the preferences of the negotiators (as in strategic bargaining theories
where the bargaining power depends on the negotiators' relative rates of time
preference or their relative degrees of risk aversion). It is common in the
labour economics literature to summarize the bargaining outcome by a 'wage
setting function', in which the wage depends on such variables as the
aggregate level of employment (or unemployment) and unemployment
benefits. Labour turnover costs generally remain out of this picture. In this
regard, these theories fail to provide a full account of where employees'
bargaining power comes from, Le. they fail to explain why employees can
achieve more than the minimum wage at which other job seekers are willing to
work.

In so far as labour turnover costs have any role to play at all in the
conventional wage bargaining literature, they are usually relegated to
influencing the 'external environment' of the bargaining process, characterized
by the negotiators' fall-back positions and outside options. We argue,
however, that this approach fails to capture a centrally important phenomenon:
Labour turnover costs determine the firm's degree of substitutability between
two alternative sets of wage negotiations - (i) those the firm conducts with its
incumbent employees ('insiders') and (ii) those it could conduct with other job
seekers ('outsiders'). In other words, labour turnover costs affect the outcome
of wage negotiations between the firm' and its incumbent employees, not just
because these costs influence the external environment of these negotiations,
but because they influence the way the negotiators interact with one another.
These costs do so by determining the degree to which the two alternative sets
of bargains - the firm-insider bargains and the firm-outsider bargains - are
interdependent.

The aim of this paper is to provide game-theoretic foundations for this insight.
This means taking leave of the standard wage setting equations in the labour
economics literature. Our analysis suggests that the prevailing Nash
bargaining paradigm needs to be relinquished in favour of a new wage
determination mechanism, which we examine here.



In addition to providing an account of where employees' market power comes
from and examining the role of labour turnover costs in the bargaining
process, this paper provides a game-theoretic foundation for the analysis of
two further phenomena: (i) why some firms 'bond' with their employees (Le.
enter into long-term relationships with them) whereas other firms are 'revolving
doors' (characterized by short-term employment relationships); and (ii) how
wage bargaining can lead to unemployment that is 'involuntary' in the sense
that outsiders remain jobless even though they would prefer employment to
unemployment.

In examining the fundamental role of labour turnover costs in structuring the
wage bargaining process, our analysis delivers a new theory of wage
determination. Our contention is that most wage bargaining theories thus far
have been significantly incomplete, in that they provide no account of
employees' bargaining power in terms of the firm's labour turnover costs. We
argue that labour turnover costs are a fundamental source of this bargaining
power and our analysis shows how these costs determine the degree of
competition between insiders and outsiders.



1 Introduction

It is a commonplace that firms' labor turnover costs are a fundamental source of employees'

bargaining power. In the absence of such costs (e.g. hiring, training, and firing costs,

or productivity differentials between incumbent employees and new recruits), employees

would generally receive their reservation wage; for if they would claim any wage in excess of

this reservation wage, their employers would costlessly replace them by other job seekers.

On this account, labor turnover costs may be expected to play a critical role in the wage

bargaining process. Surprisingly, though, these costs have been largely ignored in the

wage bargaining literature. 'We will show that once their role in determining the nature

of }ahor market competition and in shaping the strategic bargaining process is explicitly

taken into account, the conventional wage bargaining outcomes no longer apply. and we

are led to a new theory of wage determination.

Specifically, consider a firm with a given number of incumbent employees. facing a large

number of unemployed job seekers, who behave atomistically '( viz, they do not collude

with each other. with the firm's emplo:vees. or the firm). and suppose that the firm makes

its employment decisions unilaterally. Then. if the firm faced no labor turnover costs, the

incumbent employees and the job seekers would be perfect substitutes for the firm. and

it is on this account that the incumbents would lack market power. But in the presence

of labor turnover costs, the two sets of workers would be imperfect substitutes. and then

the incumbents may be able to negotiate wages in excess of their reservation wage.

While this may sound obvious to the layperson, existing wage bargaining theories

have paid scant attention to labor turnover costs, focusing predominantly on how wages

are set when the firm and its employees bargain without interference from other job

searchers. In the conventional theories, the employees' bargaining power is portrayed as

either exogenously gi ven (as in the ~ash bargaining theories, where the bargaining power is

depicted by a constant exponent of th'e \fash product) or determined by the preferences of

the negotiators (as in strategic bargaining theories where the bargaining power depends on

the negotiators' relative rates of time preference or their relative degrees of risk aversion).

It is common in the labor economics literature to summarize the bargaining outcome by

a "wage setting function", in which the wage depends on such variables as the aggregate

level of employment (or unemployment) and unemployment benefits. Labor turnover

costs generally remain out of this picture l
. In this regard, these theories fail to provide a

full account of where the employees' bargaining power comes from. i.e. they fail to explain

lSee, for example. \lcDonald and Solow (1981), Layard et al (1991, ch.2), and Pissarides (1990, ch.l).
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why the employees can achieve more than the minimum wage at which other job seekers

are willing to work.

Insofar as labor turnover costs have any role to play at all in the conventional wage

bargaining literature, they are usually relegated to influencing the "external environment"

of the bargaining process, characterized by the negotiators' fall-back positions and outside

options. We will argue, however. that this approach fails to capture a centrally important

phenomenon: Labor' turnover costs determine the finn"5 degree of .51lbstdlltability betu;een

two alternative sets of wage negotiations: (1) those the firm conducts with its inCllmbfnt

employees ("insiders") and (ii) those it could conduct with other job seeJ,~ers ('outsiders").

In other words, labor turnover costs affect the outcome of wage negotiations between the

firm ,md its incumbent employees, not just because these costs influence the external

environment of thesenegotiations,2 but because they influence the way the negotiators

interact with one another. These costs do so by determining the degree to which the two

alternative sets of bargains - t.he firm-insider bargains and the firm-outsider biHgains 

are interdependent.

The greater are a firm's labor turnover costs. cetuis par/bus. t.he less profitable the

firm finds the second set of negotiations relati\'e to the first. <me! consequently t.he less

dependent are the insiders on the bargain the firm could have made with the outsiders.

There are only t.wo circumstances in which labor turnover costs do not affect the le\~'el

of the negotiated wages: At one extreme, when labor turnover costs are zero. the two

sets of negotiations are perfect substitutes for the firm. and thus the insider wage is

driven down to the reservation wage. At the other extreme. when labor turnover costs are

prohibitively high, the firm-insider bargains are independent of the firm-outsider bargains,

thereby creating a bilateral monopoly between t.he firm and its insiders,

Between these extremes. the negotiations between the firm and its insiders are con

ducted with a view to the negotiations that could take place between the firm and the

outsiders; and the firm-outsider negotiations, in turn, proceed with a view to the negotia

tions that occur if the outsiders eventually turn into insiders. In this interaction between

the two sets of negotiations, labor turnover costs may be interpreted as a. fee for switching

the employer's negotiating partners. It is here, we argue, that the central role of la.bor

turnover costs in wage bargaining is to be found.

The aim of this paper is to provide game-theoretic foundations for t.his insight. This

~In other words, these costs do not just influence the magnitude of the negotiators' bargaining sur
pluses, by affecting their payoffs in the absence of bargaining agreement (fall-back positions); nor do tht~y

just influence the feasible range within which the negotiated wage must fall, by affecting the negotiators'
opportunities outside the bargaining process (outside options).



means taking leave of the standard wage setting equations in the labor economic literature.

In our analysis, the well-known result of Binmore (1987) and Binmore, Rubinstein, and

Wolinsky (1986) - that the strategic bargaining outcome converges to the Nash outcome as

the time between alternating wage offers becomes infinitesimally small- no longer applies.

By implication, our analysis suggests that the prevailing Nash bargaining paradigm needs

to be relinquished in favor of a new wage determination mechanism, which we examine

here.

In addition to providing an account. of where employees' market power comes from and

examining the role of labor turnover costs in the bargaining process, this paper provides

a game-theoretic foundation for the analysis of two further phenomena: (i) why some

firms "bond" with their employees (i.e. enter into long-term relationships with them)

whereas other firms are "revolving doors" (characterized by short-term employment rela

tionships), and (ii) how wage bargaining can lead to unemployment that is "involuntary"

in the sense that outsiders remain jobless even though they would prefer employ'ment to

unemployment.

For this purpose we require a model in which outsiders do not turn into insiders as

soon as the firm starts bargaining with them. For otherwise the firm's negotiations with

its insiders would be indistinguishable from its negotiations with its new recruits, and

the issue of substitutability between the two sets of negotiations (and the related issue of

bonding versus revolving doors) could not be addressed. Thus we will assume that the

position of a new recruit is not protected with labor turnover costs, and that it tclkes time

for this recruit to turn into an insider. whose position is thus protected. As shown below,

the labor turnover costs give the insiders bargaining power and thereby permit t.hem to

achieve wages great.er than those received by the entrants. The outsiders, by contrast, are

perfect competitors for jobs: thus they exercise no market power ""hen negotiating the

entrant wage.

In this context, the outsiders may be called "involuntarilyunempl~yed"when the

entrant wage exceeds the outsiders' reservation wage, so that the workers who remain

jobless would prefer to "be entrants. Our analysis indicates that, when la.bor turnover

costs fall within a particular range, unemployment is involuntary in this sense, despite

the outsiders' lack of market power.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 relates our analysis to the existing liter

ature. Section :3 presents our basic model and derives the bargaining outcome. Section

4 extends our results to include unemployment benefits and training costs. Section.j

concludes.
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2 Relation to the literature

To see how our approach differs from axiomatic theories of bargaining as conventionally

applied to wage negotiations, consider the following variant of the .\ash bargaining model

(Nash (1950), (1953)). Suppose that the wage is the outcome of negotiations between an

employee-employer pair. Let the wage wand w- be the employee's payoff in the presence

and absence of agreement, respectively; let profits iT(w) and iT- be the employer's payoff

under these contingencies; and wO and iT
o be the employee's and employer's out.side

options3
, respectively. Then the negotiated wage can be found as the solution to the

following maximization problem:

m~x (w - w-r (iT(w) - iT-r- Il

subject to w;::: wo, iT ;::: iT
o

where f1 (0 < It < 1) is a constant describing the employee's bargaining strength relcltive

to that of the employer, andw-, iT-, uP, and iT
o are constants. \Vhen there is eUl interior

solution to this problem, the elVailable economic rent is divided among the employee and

employer in the proportions f1 and (l-p.); othenvise, either the employee or the employer

exploit their respective outside options, so that w = uP orA " = ,,0. In most wage

bargaining models of this type in the literature (e.g. Layard et a!. (l()9L ch.2)). labor

turnover costs play no role at all. More importantly. even when such models are extended

to include these costs as determinants of the negotiators' fall-back positions (1[;- ewd ,,-)

or the outside options (uP and iTO)5, they still fail to capture the phenomenon discussed

in the previous section, namely, that labor turnover costs determine the employer's degree

of substitutability between the negotiations with insiders and outsiders.

Turning to strategic models of wage bargaining, we begin by observing that. the basic

Rubinstein (1982) model, interpreted in terms of a ne'gotiation between a worker and

a firm over a given amount of revenue, describes a bilateral monopoly problem, and

thus does not deal with the issue of substitutabilit.y between alternative wage barga.ins.

The first attempt to consider this issue was made by Shaked and Sutton (1984). In

3See Binmore, Shaked and Sutton (1989).

4If both olltside option constraints were binding, then there would be no gains from bargaining in the
first place.

5 for example, when the employers' alternative to wage negotiations with t.he insiders is replacing t.he
insiders by outsiders, then the employers' outside option is the outsiders' wage plus the relevant labor
turnover costs. Furthermore, labor turnover costs affect the probabilities of locating vilcancies and jobs
:l.nd thereby influence the fall-back positions of the employers. and employees.

J
.\
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their path-breaking model, labor turnover costs take the form of a fixed number of time

periods over which the employer and the insider are obliged to bargain with one another.

Here the substitutability between the employer's negotiations with an insider and those

with an outsider depends on the length of this "negotiation period"6. vVhile this is an

important insight, it is clear that in practice labor turnover costs frequently take other

forms. :YIonetary costs of replacing insiders by entrants and insider-entrant productivity

differentials are particularly common. Our analysis focuses on these labor turnover costs.

Furthermore, Shaked and Sutton (1984) do not distinguish between negotiations with

insiders and those with outsiders: they assume that when the firm switches to an out

sider, that outsider instantaneously turns into an insider, entitled to the same negotiation

period as the previous insider. In practice. of course. established incumbent employees

commonly have greater job security than new recruits, implying that the labor turnover

costs associated with the incumbents generally exceed those of the entrants. Our analysis

takes this asymmetry into account.

Finally, both the Rubinstein and Shaked-Sutton models are concerned wit.h the divi

sion of an existing pie (revenue) between t\,.;o parties. but not with a temporal production

process in which revenue can be generated during edch time period. III their models. th(:

only cost of delaying agreement is a temporal discounting cost (i.e. t.he pie shrinks with

the passage of time). By contrast, when there is a temporaJ production process mnning

alongside the temporal bargaining process, delaying agreement generates an additional

cost in the form of foregone output. This is generally the case in practice, since produc

tion usually yields a flow of output through time, rather than being a one-shot event.

Implications of this latter approach has been explored by Fernandez and Glazer (1991),

Haller and Holden (1991), Holden (1994), who hO\vever do not take account of the pos

sibility that an employer may have several alternative bargaining partners. This paper

attempts to do both.

3 The model

In this section we build a model which formalizes the idea that labor turnover costs

influence the wage negotiation process by determining the firm's degree of substitutability

between its bargains with insiders and outsiders. As noted, both sets of bargains are

viewed as temporal processes, taking time that could have been spent on production.

6In their model the insider has a priviledged position vis a VIS the outsider because the former has the
right to bargain with the firm for the duration of the negotiation span, but the insider does not become
an employee - entitled to a wage and producing output - until the negotiations are over.
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Thus, bargains are not about the division of a single "pie", but rather about splitting d

succession of pies through time. corresponding to the stream of revenues that the workers

produce. Moreover, agents's utility over time is discounted by the factor (j E (0.1).

We assume that labor turnover costs take the form of a firing cost (constant per

insider) and an insider-entrant productivity differential. Along the lines of the insider

outsider theory,' these labor turnover costs allow us to distinguish among three types of

workers:

1. an insider: an incumbent employee whose position IS dssociated with a firing cost

(:p, a positive constant), and who produces an output of 1 per period when there is

bargaining agreement;

2. an entrant: a previously jobless worker who has just been hired, whose position

is not associated with a firing cost. and who produces an output of 1 - 0: llnd(~r

bargaining agreement (where 0' is a constclIlL 0 :::; 0: :::; 1): and

3. an outsider: belonging to the pool of jobless workers, who are perfect competitors

for the available jobs.

V/hen an outsider is hired. he turns into an entrant for a limited "initiation pt>riod·'.

The entrant is employed on a temporary contract. and at the end of the initiation period

the firm decides whether to retain him or repla.ce him by another entrant. If he is retained,

he turns into an insider which means that (0) his productivity rises from 1- 0: to L (b) his

position becomes associated with the firing cost :po to be paid by the firm upon dismissal,

and (c) the wage is renegotiated on this basis. The insider is employed on a permanent

contract in the sense that once the insider's wage has been agreed, it is not renegotiated,

for neither the firing cost nor the insider's productivity changes from one period to the

next over his infinite lifetime.

3.a Structure of the game

The structure of the game is depicted in Figure 1. It comprises three types of sllbgames8 :

(a) subgame Co, in which the firm bargains with an outsider (0). After agreement

is reached, the outsider turns into an entrant (E);

7See . for example, Lindbeck and Snower (1988). For a game theoretic interpretation. see Sithourian

(1988).

8Notice that within each type of subgame one should distinguish between suhgames starting with an
offer by the firm and subgames starting with an offer by the worker. However, in what follows we always
refer to subgames starting with an offer by the firm, so that no confusion should arise.
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(b) 5ubgame CE , in which the firm decides whether to retain or replace the entrant:

and

(c) 5ubgame Cl, in which the firm bargains with an insider (I).

As shown in Figure 1, a subgame Co, between the firm and an outsider, is followed by

a subgame CE , between the firm and an entrant. If the firm fires the entrant, the firm

moves to another subgame Co, but if it retains the entrant, it moves to the subgame Cl,

between the firm and its insider, If the firm fires the insider, it then moves to another

subgame Co, and so on.

S
I
+

Figure 1: Structure of the game

Consider the structure of each of these subgames in turn. Figure 2a illustrates the

firm-outsider subgame9 Co, As noted, the size of the "pie" (the revenue to be spli t

9Since the game begins with negotiations hetween the firm and an ontsider. the subgame CO comprises
the entire game.

s



between the two parties) is 1 - a. At time t the firm (denoted by F in the triangle)

makes a wage offer to an outsider. If the offer is accepted (a in the figure). the game

proceeds to a subgame of type CE ; if the offer is rejected (r in the figure), the outsider

(0 in the triangle) makes a counter-offer in period t + 1. If the counter-offer is accepted,

play moves to a subgame C E . If the counter-offer is rejected, the firm decides whether to

start bargaining with another outsider (0') in period t + 1 (and thereby move to another

subgame CO), or whether to make a counter-offer to the original outsider in period t + 2,

and so on.

F

t'+2 A /G f

~
! a

r!

L'+:l~

~ ~ri,If----

t' /1~
la
r!

t'+I~

~
ri~__y,--~_

F

/\

a
cE

/Co
1----""

F

o

t+2

t + 1

Figure 2a Figure 2b Figure 2c

Figure 2: Structure of the three types of subgames

Figure 2b depicts the firm-entrant subgame C E . If the firm decides to retain the

entrant and allow him to renegotiate his wage as an insider, the game proceeds to il

subgame Cl, whereas the firm decides to bargain with another outsider, it moves back to

9



a subgame Co.

Finally, Figure 2c depicts the firm-insider subgame Cl. At time t' the firm makes an

offer to the insider. If it is accepted, the game ends, and from then on the worker receives

the negotiated wage in each subsequent time period. If the offer is rejected, the insider (I

in the triangle) makes a counter-offer in period t' + 1. Once again, if the offer is accepted,

the game ends: but if it is rejected, the firm decides whether to pay the firing cost y and

replace the insider by an outsider (thereby moving to a subgame CO), or whether to make

a counter-offer itself in the next period, and so on.

3.b Overview of the outcomes

'vVe will show that the outcome of this game depends on the two exogenous parameters of

our model- the productivity differential (0) and the firing cost (y) - since they determine

the relative profitability of entrants and insiders.

The influence of the productivity differential is straightforward. vVhen deciding whether

to retain or fire an entrant, the firm faces a tracleoff: (a) if the entrant is retained and

subsequently turns into an insider - the case of "bonding" - the firm loses bargaining

power to the insider. since the insider's position is protected by the firing cost, but (b) if

the entrant is fired and replaced by another entrant - so that the firm becomes it "revolv

ing door" - th(~ firm sacrifices productivity, since an entrant's productivity is less than

that of an insider. vVe will show that when the insider-entrant productivity differential

is sufficiently high (as defined below), there will be bonding; and when this differential is

sufficiently low, the firm may be a revolving door.

The influence of the firing cost is different. If the firing cost is sufficiently high relative

to the insider-entrant productivity differential, the firm's negotiations with an insider

are a bilateral monopoly problem, for the firm does not find it worthwhile to fire the

insider when the wage is at the bilateral monopoly outcome. Here entry to the firm

is "blockaded". On the other hand. if the firing costs is sufficiently low relative to the

insider-entrant productivity differential, the firm has an incentive to fire its insider unless

the latter accepts a wage below the bilateral monopoly outcome. The insider, knowing

this. sets his wage as high as possible without inducing firing. Here entry is "restricted".

On this account, the insider-entrant productivity differential and the firing cost jointly

determine the profitability of entrants relative to insiders, and consequently the degree

of substitutability between alternative bargains for the firm. On this basis. the analysis

below will show that we can distinguish among three regimes of equilibrium wage ne

gotiations, depending on whether the employer and employee have a long or short term

relationship and whether or not the entrant receives more than his reservation wage. Fig-

10



ure 3 depicts the combinatioll of the p,ll',LIlwt n \',Jllles II"hi"!1 id"llt ify t IIPse three scenarios,

which we label as BV (for "bonding" <LIld "\'OllllllM\' Illll'rnplm'llwnl"), RDV (for "re

volving door" and "voluntary Ilncrnplc)\'11WIII") ,llld BI ; I'o!' "holldin~" and "involuntary

unemployment" ):

1
1-0:

1

1+0

o
8

1+8

8
1-8:

1

1+8
1

1-8:

1
<P=1-8:

a

D "Sonding" and "voluntary unemployment" (BV)

IIJI "Sonding" and "involuntary unempoloyment"(Bl)

[[HiE "Revolving doors" and "voluntary unemploymennRDV)

Figure 3: The three scenarios,
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BV "Bonding" and "Voluntary unemployment": A long term relationship is established

between the employer-employee pair ("bonding"), and the entrant receives his reser

vation wage. This situation prevails when labor turnover costs are such that the

profitability of entrants does not exceed the profitability of insiders. In this case the

firm has always an incentive to retain an entrant and let him turn into an insider.

The entrant is hired at the "bonding reservation vvage", vV b
, which is the wage that

makes the entrant indifferent between long-term employment ane! unemployment. If

an entrant vvere to claim a higher wage, the firm would have an incentive to start a

new set of negotiations with another job seeker. In this sense, then, jobless workers

are "voluntarily unemployed".

RDV "Revolving doors" and "Voluntary unemployment": There is a short-term relation

ship between the employee-employer pa.ir, and the entrant receives his reservation

wage. This scenario prevails when the combination of the insider-entrant produc

tivity differential and the firing cost is such that entrants cue more profitable than

insiders. In this case the firm is a "revolving door", replacing one entrant by an

other before they achieve insider status. Each entrant receives his "revolving door

reservation wage", lV rri , which is the wage that makes the ('~Iltrant inc!iffercnt lw

tween being employed for just one period and being unemployed. This is the sense

in which jobless workers are "voluntarily unemployed". The entrant cannot obtain

a vvage in excess of l+'rri, since otherwise the firm would have an incentive to start.

a new bargain with another job seeker.

BI "Bonding" and "Involuntary unemployment": There is a long-term relationship be

tween the employer-employee pair, and the entrant receives more than his reser

vation wage. This scenario prevails when the insider and an entrant are equally

profitable. The entrant receives, a wage above his "bonding reservation wage" vV b .

If the firm offered the entrant Vif b
, the entrant would be more profitable than an

insider, so that the firm would have no incentive to retain him. But if the entrant

were not retained, his reservation wage would rise to vvrd, since he would expect

to be employed for just one period. Consequently. the outsiders are "involuntar

ily" unemployed in the sense that they would prefer being entrants than remaining

jobless.

Our results are summarized in Table l.

The following three propositions fully characterize the solution to this game. '-;\if'.

assume that the workers' objective is to maximize the present discounted value of their

wages over time. anel the firm's objective is to maximize the present discounted value of its

12



B

Entry to insiders' jobs

R

rr l = 1 - 0(1- oHp + a) Wl = 0(1 - o)(y + 0')

rr l = l vV I = 6 rrl = 1 - Oy vV I = Oyl-H l-H
BI

rrO = 1 IVO= 1~6 -0' rrO = 1- Oy WO = Oy - ():T+b

ul
= 1~05 w l = -L rr l = l-o[rx+(l-o)y] w l = o[a + (1 - 0)';]IH

R.DV
rro = 1-0' WO=o rro = 1- 0' \Vo =0

The equilibrium payoffs to the firm (IT) and the worker (I'V) in negotiations between the firm
and the insider r, and between the firrn and the outsider, 0: Labor turnover costs determine the
negotiation scenario: "bonding" an "voluntary unemployment" (Ell), "honding" and "im'o]uIl
tary unemployment" (EI), or "revolving doors" and "voluntary unemployment" (RD). The
firing cost 'P relative to the insider-entrant productivity differential determines wlwther entr.v is
"blockaded" (E) or "restrictec:l" (R).

Table 1: Payoffs achieved by the firm and the workers in equilibrium.

profits. 'vVe concentrate on stationary strategies, and assume that the workers' strategies

are symmetric, in the sense that all workers belonging to a specific group adopt the same

strategy. 'vVe make the tie-breaking assumption that whenever the insider's vvage is such

that the firm is indifferent between retaining and replacing the insider. the firm retai ns

him.

3.c "Bonding" and "Voluntary unemployment"

The hargaining outcome when the insider-entrant productivity differential is high may be

described as follows:

Proposition 1 There is 11 unique subgarne perfect eqv,ilibrium in which the fi:rm retains

an entrant hired at the reservation wage, such that:



1. IJ a 2: 1!62 and e.p 2: l~P - a (blockaded entryjlo:

(a) the firm and the outsider immediately agree to share the revenue 1 - a such that

the firm's profit and the entrant '5 wage are:

( 1 ~ 82 - a; - 1 ~282)

respectively; and

(b) aJter one period the firm retains the entrant, who th'us turns into an insider

and immediately agrees to share the recenue 1 s71ch that the fir'm's profit and the

insider's wage are:

respectively.

2. IJ a 2: I~SY and.;; < I~S2 - a (rf.strietul entry):

(a) the fir'm and the outsider immuIiately agree tu share therevenlle 1 - Q such that

the firm's profit and the entrant's wage ore:

respectively; and

(b) aJter one period the firm retains the entrant, who thus turns into an insider

and immediately agrees to share the reuemte 1 such that the firm's profit and the

insider's wage are:

(1 - 8(1 - 8)(y + a); 8(1 - 8)(y +a))

respectively.

Proof: See Appendix.

Supporting strategies. To describe the equilibrium strategies which support Propo

sition 1, it is useful to introduce the following definitions. Let the index i describe the

IONote that since Cl' S 1, the discount factor must satisfy 6 S -1112 ,
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productivity differential scenarios: i = £1, J;J, L ("high", "intermediate" and "low" insider

entrant productivity differential); and the index j describe the degree to which firing cost

restricts entry: j = E, R ("blockaded" and "restricted" entry). Furthermore. let x h
:

h = J, 0 ("insider" and "outsider") be the firm's proposed partition of the available

revenue when negotiating with player h, and let x~: k = F, 1, 0 ("firm", "insider" and

"outsider") be what player k receives in the proposed partition xh. Then x~(i,j) is player

k's payoff from the firm's proposed partition .cZ under productivity differentiali and fir

ing cost j. Similarly, let yh be the worker's proposed partition of the available revenue

(where the worker may be either an insider or an outsider) and let y~. k = F, I. 0 be

what player k receives in the proposed agreement yh Then y~(i,j) is player k's payoff

from the worker's proposed partition yt under productivity differential i and firing cost

j. Let xZ-(i,j) and y~-(i,j) be the corresponding subgame perfect equilibrium partitions

(see Table 2).

Then the strategies that support the equilibrium outcome of Proposition 1 lTlay be

described as follows. Under blockaded entry (a ::::: 1~\S2 and y ::::: 1~S2 - a). th(~ firm (a)

offers the workeri. i = 1,0, a partition (.r;--( H. E), .r7-(H. 13)) of the available re\'(·~nue.

(b) accepts any proposed partition that yields at least y~·(H. E) and rejects any proposal

which yields less than y~-(H, E), (c) never fires the insider after rejecting his offer. (d)

always turns to another outsider when rejecting one outsider's offer imd (e) always ret.ains

its entrant. Worker i (a) always proposes to the firm a partition (y~-(H.B)./j!J·(H.B)).

(b) accepts any proposed partition that yields at least x;'"(H, B) and rejects any proposal

which yields less than :c7"(H, E). Under restricted entry (a ::::: 1~6'P and :p <' 1~)2 

0') the firm (a) proposes to worker i a partition (:cJ;~(H,R),x7"(H,R))of the a\'ailable

revenue. (b) accepts any proposed partition that yields at least /j~"(H, R) and rejects any

proposal which yields less than !J~."(H, R), (c) always turns to an outsider after rejecting

an offer by the insider, (d) always turns to another outsider when rejecting one outsider's

offer and (e) retains its entrant. Worker i (a) always proposes to the firm a partition

(y}-(H, R),!J~"(H,R)), (b) accepts any proposed partition that yields at least H, R)

and rejects any proposal which yields less than x7"(H: R).

The intuition underlying Proposition 1 is straightforward. If the firing cost ('P) is suffi

ciently high relative to the productivity differential (0'), entry to insider jobs is blockaded,

and the insider and the firm are in a bilateral monopoly position. In this case even if the

insider fully exploits his bargaining power, obtaining the bilateral monopoly wage ( 118),

labor turnover costs are high enough so that the insider is still more profitable to the firm

than an entrant.



(xJp(iI,B),x{v(H,B)) = C~,\; 1~5)

(xf;(H, R),:r{v(H,R)) =

= (1- 0(1- 8)(r.p+a);8(1- 8)(r.p+ a))

- o. - _o. - _ (1 . 52)
(XF (H, E), Xw (H, B)) - 1-52 - a'-1=52

(x~-(H, R), xR;( H, R)) =

(x~*(.\f,B),x(I~(Jf.B)) = (l~5: I~S)

(xh.H. Rl, £ (\':( .vI. R)) = (l - 8:,:: 0:-,:)

( 0-( _\_[ B) -r o *(- '[ B)) - (-L- ~ _~.)x F \. . _, _L IV .v, - 1+5' 1+5 .. i

(x~*(jl, R), :r~;(M. R)) = (1 - 0:-,:: 8:-,: - a)

(x~-(L, E), :r(ir( L. E)) = C~,,: 1~")

(x~-(L, R), x(ir(L, R))=

= (1- 8[0' + (1-0)'P];8[a + (1- 8):-,:])

(x~*(L, E), x~~(L, B)) = (1 - a; 0)

(x~-(L.R),xR;(L,R)) = (1- 0':0)

I

= (1 - (1-0)(y + a); (1- 0)(,:,: + a))

(V~*(H, B), V?i(H, B)) = (1~82 - a: -1~~52)

(y~-(H.R), U?v·-( H, R)) =

= (1 + b2
:,: - (1- P)o'; -p(y + 0))

(yf."( .If. R), y{v( .H, R)) = (1 - y: 'P)

(V~".(.H.B)Y?v"(·\I,B)) = C~i: I~,\ - 0)

(y~*( .\1. R). VPv-( .H. R)) = (L - by; 0:,: - a)

= (i-[a + (1 - 8)<.p: a + (1 -o)cp)

(V~-(L, B), V?v*(L, E)) = (1 - a; 0)

(V~-(L, R), vRi(L, R)) = (1 - a; 0)

Table 2: Subgame perfect equilibrium proposals
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Furthermore, the entrant receives his reservation wage!l (- 1~252)' which makes him

indifferent between remaining unemployed (receiving a zero payoff) and gaining employ

ment in the current period, followed by insider employment thereafter. The reason the

firrn can drive the entrant's wage down to his reservation wage is that if an outsider were

to claim a higher wage in the negotiations leading to an entrant job. then the firm lVould

have an incentive to switch (costlessly) to another outsider as bargaining partner12
.

\Vhen the firing cost is sufficiently low relative to the insider-entrant productivit.y

differential, there is restricted entry to insiders' jobs. Then an insider who claimed the

bilaferal monopoly wage would be less prof1table than an entrant: consequently the firm

would have an incentive to replace that insider. The insider. knowing this. will clClim

Cl wage beneath the bilClteral monopoly wage, but just high enough to make the firm

indifferent between retaining and replacing him. This wage is 8(1- (5)(.,.:: + a).

As above. the entrant receives his reservation wage. But since the insider recei\'es less

than the bilateral monopoly wage. this reservation wage will be' higher t.han in the case

of blockaded entry (-P(:p + 0:)).

The parameter values which generate this scenario are depict.ed in Figme :3(/,. and call

be derived from the equilibrium payoffs in Table l as follolVs. Since there is bonding. the

profits generated by an insider, [If, are at [eClst as great as the profits generated by an

entrant. nO. By substituting the corresponding \'alues from Table 1. under blockaded

entry this requires fI f = 1~8 2:: !~82 - 0: = nO. leading to 0: > 1~52 .vloreO\·er. notice

that entry is blockaded when the profitability of the entrant. fIo, does not exceed the

cost that the f1rm hCls to bear to replClce its insider for an entrClnt.:p. This requires l3

1lSince the insider receives a positive payoff, this reservation wage must be negativi> This implausible
result is merely an art.ifact of our assumption that outsiders receive a zero payoff. If for example we
had instead assumed that. an outsider received a sufficiently large positive unemployment henefit.. the
entrant's reservat.ion wage would be positive. See Table :\ below.

121t is easy to show that if the firm had to pay a hiring cost. each time it swit.ched from one outsider to
anotl1(~r, t.hen any outsider negot.iating with the firm would have some bargaining power. and consequently
receive mO[f~ t.han his reservation wage.

13The condition on the parameter values which determines whether entry is blockaded or restricted
derivf~s from t.he sub game perfection of the equilibrium strategies descrihed in Proposition I. According
t.o its equilibrium strategy. under blockaded entry t.he firm never replaces its current. insider with a new
recruit. when it has the opportunity to do so. Consider now a node off the equilibrium path, in which
the firm has just rejected an offer hy its insider: is it optimal for t.he firm to opt. out"! If t.he firm does
not replace its insider, the game moves to t.he next. period. in which - given their equilibrium strategies
- t.he firm and its insider will reach an agreement which yields the firm a payoff of fll, and will keep
sharing all future "pies" in the same fashion forever after. Thus, hy not opting out the firm can rect~ive

a stream of payoffs whose sum in present discounted value is ~~:\' On t.he other hand. if the firm were
t.o deviate from its equilibrium strategy, then by hiring; anot.her out.sider t.he fut.ure st.r<>Clm of the firm's

payoff would be fiG - 'P + ':~:\' which corresponds t.o tht~ sum of t.he firm"s shaft' when hiring an outsider

17
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ITO = 1~62 - a :; cp. The two inequalities yield the parameter values for the BV scenario

under blockaded entry, and correspond to the area BVB depicted in Figure 3.a.

1Il

Fiaun 3a: ··90nding" .J.nd ·•..olunt;uv uncmploymen('

By the same token. when entry is restricted the firm's insider is at least as prolltable

as an entrant as long as IT I = 1 - 8(1 - 8)(y + a) 2: 1 + V;; - (L - 82)0 = n° (see

Table 1), which can be rearranged to yield 0 2: l~~Y' Furthermore. under restricted

entry ITo > ';;. This requires [l0 = 1+ 8'2:p - (1 - 8'2)0 > y. which can be rearrcwged c1s

y < 1~62 - a. This set of inequalities establishes the parameter values for the B\i scenario

with restricted entry, depicted as the BV.R in Figure 3.a.

Observe that labor turnover costs are sufficiently high so that entrants are never

more profitable than insiders even though they are hired at the reservation wage, so that

paying the entrants this reservation wage, which is well below the insider wage. does not

undermine their opportunity of achieving i,nsider status in the future.

In short, regardless of whether entry is blockaded or restricted, a high insider-entrant

productivity differential, relative to the firing cost, leads to an insider-entrant wage dif

ferential that is less than this productivity differential, and thus the firm has an incentive

to retain its entrant.

- net of the firing cost - and its stream of payoffs from the following period onwards, when this entrant
turns into an insider and is allowed to renegotiate his wage, Thus, such deviation will not be profitable

if ~~~ 2: IT o - <p + ~~~, which can be rearranged as nO - <p 'S 0,

L8



3.d "Bonding" and "Involuntary unemployment"

Now consider the interplay between the firm's negotiations with insiders and outsiders

when the insider-entrant productivity differential falls in the "intermediate" range. 14 .

Proposition 2 There is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which the firm retains

an entrant hired at a wage above the reservation wage, such that:

1. If a < 1!62 and i.p 2:: 1~6 (blockaded entry):

(a) the firm and the outsider immediately agree to share the revenue 1 - a such that

the firm '05 profit and the entrant '05 wage are:

respectively; and

(b) after one period the firm retains the entrant, who thus turns into an insida

and immediately agrees to share the revenue 1 such that the .firm·s profit Ilnd the

insider's wage are:

respectively.

2. If a < 1~6i.p and i.p < 1~6 (restricted entry):

(a) the firm and the outsider ag1'ee immediately to share the revenue 1- a such that

the firm's profit and the entrant '05 wage are:

(1 - bi.p; bi.p - a)

respectively; and

(b) after one period the firm retains the entrant, who thus turns into an insider

and immediately agrees to sha1'e the revenue 1 such that the firm's profit and the

insider's wage are:

(1- by; bi.p)

respectively.

14Strictly speaking, this is a misnomer since, as we shall see below, this area includes the range of
"low" insider-entrant productivity differential.
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Proof: See Appendix.

Supporting strategies. The strategies that support this equilibrium are as follows.

Under blockaded entry (0: < 1!S2 and 'P ~ l~S)' the firm (a) offers the worker i, i = /,0,

a partition (x}*(iv!, E), x~*(M,E)) of the available revenue, (b) accepts any proposed

partition that yields at least y}*(M, E) and rejects any proposal which yields less than

y}*(M, E), (c) never fires the insider after rejecting his offer, (d) always turns to another

outsider when rejecting one outsider's offer and (e) retains its entrant. Worker i (a)

always proposes to the firm a partition (y}*(i\1. E), yf*(M, E)), (b) accepts any proposed

partition that yields at least x~*(j\I!, E) and rejects any proposal which yields less than

x~*(.H, E). Under restricted entry (0: < l~SY and :.p < l~S) the firm (a) proposes to

workeri a partition (x}*(l\!!, E), x~*(i'v!, B)) of the available revenue, (b) accepts any

proposed partition that yields at least y}*(iv!, R) and rejects any proposal which yields

less than y}*(iV!, R), (c) always turns to an outsider after rejecting an offer by the insider,

(d) always turns to another outsider when rejecting one outsider's offer and (e) retains its

entrant Worker i (a) always propose to the firm a partition (y}*(J/!, R),Yf*(A'!, R)). (b)

accepts any proposed partition that yields at least x7*(lv!, R) and rejects any proposal

which yields less than x7*(AI, R).

The intuition underlying Proposition 2 is of particular interest, since it contains the

basis for a microeconomic rationale for "involuntary" unemployment in the sense that. at

the equilibrium insider and entrant wages, the outsiders would prefer to gain employment

as entrants rather than remain unemployed. As in Proposition 1, if the firing cost (:p) is

sufficiently high, then the insider receives the bilateral monopoly wage ( 1~8)' But unlike

Proposition 1, the entrant receives more than his reservation wage.

To understand why, observe that the entrant has a higher reservation wage when the

firm is a "revolving door" than when it retains its entrant ("bonding"), or ltV rd > l'V". The

reason, clearly, is that ",:hen the firm is a revolving door, the entrant anticipates only one

period of entrant employment, whereas when there is bonding, the entrant anticipates one

period of entrant employment followed by insider employment in perpetuity. In Proposi

tion 2, the insider-entrant productivity differential is sufficiently low (0: :S minlt!p, l~S:P])

so that if the firm were to offer the entrant W b
, then the entrant would become more prof

itable than the insider, and consequently the firm would have an incentive to become a

revolving door. But if the firm were a revolving door, it would have to offer the entrant

the higher reservation wage wrd. The only way for the firm to keep the reservation wage

at ltVb is to offer the entrant the minimum wage necessary to prevent the insider from
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becoming less profitable than the entrant. But this minimum wage is greater than the

reservation wage W b. This implies that outsiders are "involuntarily unemployed", in the

sense that they prefer employment to being unemployed.

Furthermore, observe that in this case the insider-entrant productivity differential is

absorbed by the entrant's wage; thus, the profitability to the firm from replacing one

entrant with another is the same as the profitability from turning the entrant into an

insider, so that the firm has no incentive to be a "revolving door". In other words, the

entrant is prepared to bear the cost a in order to be retained in employment: by so doing,

he ensures that he receives a wage above his reservation wage.

If the firing cost is low relative to a then, as in Proposition 1, the insider claims less

than the bilateral monopoly wage, so as not to induce the firm to replace him. This wage

is 8tp. Given this wage, the equilibrium entrant wage (8;; - a) is once again the one that

makes the entrant just as profitable as the insider. Since the insider wage is now less

than the one under blockaded entry, the entrant wage must be less than the one under

blockaded entry as well.

The parameter values which bring about this scenario are graphed in Figure 3.b and

can be easily retrieved proceeding as follows.

I
1-6~

First of all, recall from the discussion of Proposition 1 that blockaded entry occurs if

;; 2: nO, whereas if tp < nO entry to insiders' jobs is only restricted. In order to retrieve

the second condition on the parameter values 15
, notice that the entrant wage is adversely

151n this case it is not meaningful to confront nO and IT I in order to retrieve threshold values for
the parameters, since in the equilibrium described by Proposition 2 insiders are always as profitable as
outsiders, regardless of the values of Q and 'P.
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affected by the productivity differential, so that there might be values of 0' which make it

not worthy for an entrant to accept a job. Thus, an entrant will be persuaded to accept

employment only if the present discounted value of his future wages (the entrant wage

plus the insider wage from the following period onwards) is greater than what he could

obtain if unemployed - which is just the null payoff. Consequently, what is required is

that WO + 0~~ > 016
. Under blockaded entry, the two conditions become y 2:: ITo = 1~6

° w I
_ 5 52 '. 5and ItV + 01-6 - J+5 - 0' + 1-52 > 0, whIch we can learrange as 0' < 1="52' These two

inequalities are represented as the area BIB in Figure 3.b.

When entry is only restricted, then the above conditions become y < nO = 1 - 0Y: or

y < I~S; and WO +O~~ = Oy-O'+ ~~~ '> 0, which can be rearranged to yield 0' < 1~5Y'
Fulfillment of these inequalities is represented as the area B rH in Figure 3.b.

Ohserve that in moving from the case of blockaded entry to that of restricted entry,

the equilibrium insider wages fall in both Propositions 1 and 2, but the equilibrium

entrant \vages move in opposite directions. The reason that when the insider wage falls in

Proposition L the entrant wage rises, is that the entrant. wage is equal t.o the reservation

wage. However when t.he insider wage falls in Proposition 2, the entrant wage falls as

well, since this wage is meant to preserve the equality between t.he insider's and entrant's

profitability.

3.e "Revolving doors" and "voluntary unemployment"

The final proposition describes the bargaining outcomes when the firm has an incentive

to be a revolving door.

Proposition 3 There is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which. the firm never

retains an entrant hired at the reservation wage. such. that when either:

1. 0' < 1~6 and y 2:: 1~52 - I~S' or:

2. 0' < o<p and y <,1~62 - I~S'

regardless of whether entry to insider '05 jobs is blockaded or restricted, the firm and the

ontsirler agree immediately on sharing the revenue 1 - 0' such that the firm '05 profit and

the entrant '05 wage are:

(1-0';0)

16Proposition 2 focuses on the case where the entrant's lifetime earnings are strictly posit.ive; the case
where the outsider is indifferent between employment and unemployment is taken care of by Proposition
1.
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In the following round, the firm always fires the entrant.

Proof: See Appendix.

Supporting strategies. Although the agreement that is struck with the outsider

in the "revolving door" equilibrium is independent on whether entry to insider's jobs is

blockaded or restricted, the strategies that support such equilibrium have to specify the

outcomes off the equilibrium path, and therefore depend on the size of -p relati ve to 0'. [n

fact the firing cost would influence the outcome of negotiations between the firm and an

insider, if the firm ever were to retain an entrant and allow him to recontract his wage.

Hence under blockaded entry (cp 2:: 1~D2 - 1~6 when 0' < 1~6)' the firm (a) offers the

worker °i, i = 1,0, a partition (x}-(L, E), x~'"(L, E)) of the available revenue, (b) accepts

any proposed partition that yields at least y}-(L, E) and rejects any proposal which yields

less than y}"(L, E), (c) never fires the insider after rejecting his offer. (d) always turns

to another outsider when rejecting one outsider's offer and (e) always fires its entrant.

vVorker i (a) always proposes to the firm a partition (yj~"(L.E),l"(L.E)), (b) accepts

any proposed partition that yields at least .T~"(L, E) and rejects any proposal which yields

less than x7"(L,E). under restricted entry (:p < 1~62 - I~S when 0' < D:.p) the firm (a)

proposes to worker i a partition (.r}"(L. R), x7"(L, R)) of the available revenue, (b) accepts

any proposed partition that yields at least y}"(L, R) and rejects any proposal which yields

less than y}"(L, R), (c) always turns to an outsider after rejecting an offer by the insider,

(d) always turns to another outsider when rejecting one outsider's offer and (e) always

fires its entrant. vVorker i (a) always propose to the firm a partition (y~~'(L, R), y;'"( L, R)),

(b) accepts any proposed partition that yields at least x7"(L. R) and rejects any proposal

which yields less than .T7"( L. R).

Intuitively this proposition is a straightforward counterpart of Proposition 1. In con

trast to Proposition 1, where the profitability of an insider is greater than the profitability

of an entrant (even though the entrants receive the "low" reservation wage W b ), the "re

volving door" equilibrium described in Proposition 3 deals with the case where entrants

are more profitable than the insiders (even though the entrants receive the "high" reser

vation wage wed). It is on this account that the firm becomes a revolving door, hiring

only entrants, who each generate the revenue 1 - 0'. Here the firm can capture all the

available economic rent, because if the outsider claimed a wage in excess of his reservation

wage in the negotiations leading to an entrant job, the firm would find it worthwhile to

switch costlessly to another outsider. Consequently, the entrant's wage is zero, and the

firm profit per entrant is 1 - 0'.



The values of 0: and tp which generate this scenario are depicted in Figure 3.c. The

fact that the firm is of the revolving door type requires IT [ < ITo, which allows us to

retrieve the values of the insider-entrant productivity differential which trigger this sce

nario. Next, observe that subgame perfection of the equilibrium strategies requires that

entry is blockaded if the stream of payoffs which accrue to the firm when negotiating

with its insider exceeds those from replacing its insider with a new recruit. Consider a

stage of the bargaining game in which the firm has to decide whether or not to replace

its incumbent employee. If the firms decides to pay the firing cost and substitute the

insider with an outsider, the sum of its future payoffs in present discounted value is given

by ITo - tp + ~~~ = ~~" - tp. On the other hand. if the firm decides not to replace its

insider, the game moves to the following stage. where the firm and the insider - given

their equilibrium strategies - settle on an agreement which yields the firm IT! forever af

ter, or ~~~. Consequently, entry is blockaded if i~~ 2:: ~~6 - )). which can be rearranged

as y 2:: nOl-::.~nI. By substituting the equilibrium payoffs from Table Lit is straightforward

to verify that the RDV scenario under blockaded entry arises if IT! = 1~" < L- 0: = ITo,

". d· 1 (ITO (IT I ) - 1 (1 ,;).- > I "Tt.or 0: < 1+6' an .p 2:: 1-6 - u - 1-6 - 0: -- 1+6 ' or y _ t=ST - 1-6' i1ese

inequalities define the area RD\/s depicted in Figure 3.c.

Alternatively, restricted entry requires IT I = 1 - 8[0: + (1 - ok] < 1 - 0: = [IQ, or

0: < Dtp: and y < 1~6(ITO - oIT I
) = 1~" {l- 0: - 8 + 82 [0: + (1 - b)tp]) , or )) < 1~62 - l~,;'

This situation is depicted as the area RDV'n in Figure :3.c.

Rnv,l

,a=~-'--:"'-,). :-0

~ 5 I
l-,j 1-0 1+0

a

Notice that the parameter values which define Proposition 3 are compatible also with

the equilibrium described in Proposition 2: thus, for this range of the labor turnover costs.
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there are two patterns of behavior. In one - the case of "bonding norms" (which we will

call "Japanese case" for short) - the entrant compensates the firm for the insider-entrant

productivity differential by accepting a correspondingly lower wage. The entrant is willing

to do this because he knows that he will be retained by the firm; thus, in spite of the fact

that their wage is reduced by an amount 0:, entrants manage to be hired at a wage which

lies above their reservation wage. In the other equilibrium - where there are no "bonding

norms" (which we will call the "US case") - the strategies of the firm and the workers are

such that it is optimal for the firm to fire its entrants before they turn into insiders. The

employees are consequently not prepared to absorb 0: in the form of lower wages: instead,

'they are hired at their "revolving door" reservation wage, and the firm captures all the

rent.

3.f Summary

The results are brought together in Figure :3 and may be summarized as follows:

• vVhen the firing cost is "high" relative to the insider-entrant productivity difFerentiaL

entry is blockaded and the insider wage is the outcome of a bilateral monopoly

problem; whereas when the firing cost is "low", entry is restricted and thus the

insider wage depends on the entrant wage and vice versa.

• When the insider-entrant productivity differential is "high" there is bonding, since

this differential makes the insider at least as profitable as an entrant even though

the entrant receives the (low) bonding reservation wage Hfb
.

• By contrast, when the insider-entrant productivity differential is "low", the firm is

a revolving door, since this differential makes the entrant at least as profitable as an

insider even though the entrant receives the (high) revolving-door reservation wage

W rd
.

• But when the insider-entrant productivity differential lies in the "intermediate"

range, insiders are just as profitable as entrants. Although there is bonding, the

entrant receives more than the bonding reservation wage W b• The reason is that

at the entrant wage W b, the entrant would be more profitable than the insider;

thus the firm would become a revolving door and as result the entrant's reservation

wage would rise to the revolving-door reservation wage wrd. By implication, the

olltsiders are "involuntarily unemployed".
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4 Extensions of the results

We now extend the model above in a few simple ways to examine the effect of productivity.

unemployment benefits, and training costs on equilibrium wages. Specifically, we consid(~r

a model in which (a) each insider's productivity is a positive constant I and each entrant's

productivity is ,'-a (witht; 2: a), (b) each unemployed worker receives an unemployment

benefit ,13 per period when he is out of work. and (c) each entrant is trained by the firm

at a cost T (a constant), with a, /3, T E [0, I]'
In this extended model the labor turnover costs can be shown to generate thref' wage

determination scenarios analogous to those identified above, which we now denote as BV'

("bonding" and "voluntary unemployment"), BI' ("bonding" and "involuntary unemploy

ment") and RDV' ("revolving door" and "voluntary unemployment"'). The equilibrium

wages in the three scenarios I are given in Table :3. The parameter values which define the

three scenarios now depend on the insider's productivit.v (;), the unemploynwnt benefit

(/3), and the training cost (T). in addition to the firing cost ('P) and the productivity

differential (0'):

BV': "Bonding" and "Voluntary unemployment"·: Here incumbent workers are at least

as profitable as new recruits, and consequently the firm retains the entrants hired

in the previous period. It can be shown that:

• when 02: 1~'S2~; - T - I~S and y 2: 1~,'2~i - a - T - l~S entry to insiders" jobs

is blockaded:

• when 02: I~SY - T - I~S and 'P < 1~s2~i - 0 - T - l~S' entr.:- to insiders' jobs

is restricted;

As in the BV scenario, entrants receIve their reservation wage, for if they were

. to claim a higher wage. the firm would switch to other job seekers. However. the

reservation wage is now positively related to unemployment benefits, and when J is

sufficiently high, the entrant wage is positive.

BI': "Bonding" and "Involuntary unemployment": Here entrants are retained and MP as

profitable as insiders. It can be shown that:

• when 0 < l~P I - T - l~S and y 2: I~S' entry to insiders' jobs is hlockadpd:

I We do not derive I.he full solution of the game in this modified setting. However. it is straight.forward
to extend the proof of propositions 1 to :3 to amend the subgame perfect ';quilibriulll partitions presented
in Table 2. Notice that if we let T = 1 and T = .8 = O. this model reduces t.o the original model.
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t"-'
-'l

Entry to insiders' jobs

B R

n
l = 1~6' W

l = 1~6' [11 = ,-- blp + (1 - b)(<p + 0: + T)] W l = b[p + (1 - o)(<p + 0: + T)]

BV'

nO = ~, - 0: - T - 6 WO = -1~~2'+ 6 nO =, + b~<p - (1 - b~)(o: + T) - (1 + b)p WO = -b2 (<p + 0: + Tb + (1 + b)p

n
l = 1~6' wl = 1~6' n l = ,--- b<p w1 = o<p

BI'

nO = t-h-, WO = 1~6' - 0: - T nO =, - b<p WO = b<p - 0: - T

n
l = 1~6' wl = 1~6' n l = ,- bIn + T + (1 - b)<p + pl W l = 0[0: + T + (1 - b)<p + pI

RDV'
nO = , - 0: - T - lJ WO=j3 nO = , - Ct -- T - {J WO = (j

The above table reports the equilibrium payoffs to the firm (fIl and the worker (W) in both negotiations between the firm and the

insider I (over a "pie" of size')'), and between the firm and the outsider, () (over a "pie" of size')' - a). Labor turnover costs determine the

"regime" of wage negotiations, either "boilding" an "voluntary unemployment" (BV'), "bonding" and "involuntary unemployment" (El')

or "revolving doors" and "voluntary unemployment" (RDV'); the firing cost 'P relative to the insider-entrant productivity differential

"blocks" entry to insider's jobs (B) or "restricts" it (R).

Table 3: Equilibrium payoffs for the firm and the workers in the modified game.



• when a < 1~6~ - T - l~O and ~ < l~ol' entry to insiders' jobs is restricted;

RDV': "Revolving doors" and "Voluntary unemployment": Here the firm keeps replac

ing entrants with new recruits, since the entrants are more profitable than insiders,

even though the entrants receive the (high) revolving door reservation wage. It can

be shown that:

• when a < I~SI - T - /3 and ~ ::::

blockaded;

_1_~1
1-0'2 , U-i=~(j, entry to insiders' jobs IS

• when a < D<p-T- (3 and '-P < 1~62~/- u-i=1(3, entry to insiders' jobs is restricted.

As in the original model, the parameter values in this more general setting allow for

both a "Japanese case" and an "CS case" to arise as alternative equilibria: thus, there

are values of labor turnover costs such that life-long contracts or a repdition of short

term employment contracts can be sustained in equilibrium.

5 Concluding remarks.

Our conclusions differ markedly from some central results of the <:onventional wage bar

gaining theories in labor economics. First, in contrast to the conventional theories, labor

turnover costs in our analysis do not just affect the outside options or the fall-back po

sitions of the negotiators, but influence the nature of the bargaining process itself. We

have seen 'that the different labor turnover costs considered here, such as the firing cost

and the insider-entrant productivity differential, play quite different roles in this respect.

Second, whereas the conventional strategic account of the wage bargaining process

has an axiomatic counterpart, our theory does not. The seminal contribution of Binmore

(1987) and Binmore, Rubinstein, ~nd Wolinsky (1986) shows that as the time interval

between offers and counter-offers in the (suitably modified) strategic bargaining process

shrinks to zero, the strategic bargaining outcome approaches the Nash bargaining out

come. It is easy to verify that this is not necessarily the case in our model,

The basic reason for this difference is that in our ana.lysis labor turnover costs deter

mine the relationship between the firm's bargain with its insider ann that with outsiders,

whereas the standard Nash bargaining problems are specified exclusively in terms of a

single bargain in which the external environment is depicted entirely in terms of outside

options and fall-back positions, which are usually ta.ken to be exogenously given 18.

I8However in Os borne (1988), for example, the firm's fall-back position is endogenous. and its value
is given by the outcome of a bargain with a varying numLwr of members of ;\ lInion, A more recent.
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However, even if one amends the bargaining problem by endogenizing the alternative

bargains available to the firm, it is not possible to retrieve the whole set of outcomes

derived in our analysis. Specifically, the cooperative approach to bargaining cannot cap

ture the "bonding" and "involuntary unemployment" case (BI) analyzed in Proposition

2, since such setting does not consider the dynamic interactions between the firm's bar

gaining with its entrants and insiders.

Third, our theory provides a new game-theoretic vIew of the role of labor turnover

costs in wage bargaining and their implications for unemployment. In contrast to Shaked

and Sutton (1984), who view labor turnover costs in terms of the time span over which

the employer and employee are committed to bargain with each other, our theory covers

various labor turnover costs that do not hinge on such a temporal commitment. Our

theory explains how employees may be able to achieve bargaining power on account of

monetary costs of labor turnover and insider-entrant productivity differentials.

Fourth, in contrast to other strategic theories of wage bargaining, our theory reflects

the common observation that workers often have little if any bargaining power when they

enter the firm. but may accumulate substantial power after a period of job tenure . .'.'Iany

models of involuntary unemployment (e.g. Shaked and Sutton (1984)) ignore this obser

vation by assuming that insiders and entrants face identical bargaining conditions and

receive identical wages. In fact, it is on the basis of this assumption that unemployment

becomes voluntary in these models. In our analysis, by contrast, involuntary unemploy

ment may arise even though outsiders have no bargaining power in wage negotiations.

In examining the fundamental role of labor turnover costs in structuring the wage

bargaining process, our analysis delivers a new theory of wage determination. Our con

tention is that most wage bargaining theories thus far have been significantly incomplete.

in that they provide no account of employees' bargaining power in terms of the firm's

labor turnover costs. vVe have argued that labor turnover costs are a fundamental source

of this bargaining power and our analysis sho~s how these costs determine the degree of

competition between insiders and outsiders.
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Appendix

Proof of Propositions 1, 2 and 3. The three proposItIOns describe the solution to

the game. Checking for subgame perfection by the one step deviation property is straight

forward, thus is omitted. Next, since the strategies described in the Propositions consti

tute a subgame perfect equilibrium (S.P.E.) in stationary strategies (and with immediate

agreement), we show that such S.P.£. is unique.

Uniqueness

The proof follows closely Shaked and Sutton (1984).

We notice that all subgames of the same kind starting with an offer by the firm are

homeomorphic, as all subgames starting with an offer by the worker: however the identity

of the workers called in the bargaining may change depending on the branch of the game

tree, which of course will matter in terms of payoff to the specific worker involved in

any particular subgame. Bearing this in mind, and recalling that we assumed symmet.ric

strategies (that is, all workers of a specific type adopt the same strategy). let .Ill! and m;
be the supremum and the infimum payoffs. respectively. for player i (with i = r,t/. F)l!J in

any subgame perfect equilibrium of subgames of type C; (j = 1,0) where player i is the

first mover. Moreover, let .4, a, respectively, be the supremum and infimum of the sum

of total payoffs in present discounted value which accrue to the firm in subgames of type

CE2O. Then:

Subgames of type cl

1. a :::: 1~5 -~: the infimum the firm can get is at least 1 - I5JII{v from the

date of the agreement onwards, or more if the worker doesn't manage t.o attain his

supremum payoff;

2. ~ :::; 1~5 - max [~,m~ - <p + g~a], where 9 is a variable which takes value 1

if an agreement is reached in a subgame of type cf and 0 otherwise. Consider the

case when the worker is the first mover. If the outside option is relevant to the firm,

then in order to have the firm accept his proposal, the insider will have to offer the

firm at least the (infimum) value its outside option can take, that is m~ - y + gl5o..

On the other hand, if the outside option is not relevant for the firm, the insider will

have to give the firm at least the present discounted value of the (infimum) p'LyOf[

the firm could attain in the following subgame, in which the firm is first mover, ~.

19 In what follows Wf': kef':p the same index W for all types of workers for notational simplicity.

20 Here no subscript index is needed, since a subgame of typf': CS starts with the decision problem of

the firm alone.



This implies that ~ :::; 1~8 - ~. Since the firm's decision whether or not to opt
8rn I 0out depends on what is greater between nand mF - r.p + g8a, the above follows.

By the same token, one obtains the following:

~ 1 [~MO 8A] cl ~ < .....L - ~.3. 1-8 2: 1-8 - max 1-8'· F - r.p + 9 an 1-8 - 1-8 1-6 '

4. If~ 2: m~ - r.p + g8a, then: M(v :::; 1~0 :::; m~-. If the outside option IS not

relevant to the firm in a bargain with an outsider, then the expression in 2. reduces

to: ~ :::; I~O - ~ which we can couple with that sub 1. to obtain our claim: in

a similar way one can show:

5. If~ -2: M? - r.p + g8A, then: MJ :::; 1:0 :::; m{v. Since by hypothesis NI; -2:
it follows that whenever labor turnover costs are sufficiently high to make the out

side option unattractive to the firm, there is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium

agreement between the two parties: ivIj- = I:" = m~ and ~'vIlv = 1~6 = m{J. vVe

now need investigate what happens when the outside option is indeed relevant in

bargains between the firm and its insider.

6 If 0!i'1° ,~ i: 4 I ~ <.....L o. ~ i: ~ > .....L. . 1-6 < j\l F - r + gu. , t len 1-" _ 1-0 - mF + Y - gua => 1-0 - 1-6

{; (1~8 - m~ +y - g8a), and analogously, by straightforward substitution. one can

show that:

7. If ~ < m~ - r.p + g8a, then ~ :::; 1~6 - M? + y - g8FL which implies that

~ > 1~8 - 8 (I~" - tVI? + :.p - g8.'1). However, so far it is still not possible to

determine a threshold level of labor turnover costs above which the outside option

becomes profitable for the firm: it is first needed to examine the other two types of

subgames.

S'l1bgames of type cE

If ~ 0 i: h ~ h ·f ~ . 0 i: h ~8. 1-8 -2: mF + gua, t en a = 1-8' w ereas I 1-6 < m F + gua, t en a = 1-0·

At the beginning of a subgame of type CE the firm has to choose whether or not to

fire its entrant. If it decides to keep him and to allow him to turn into an insider,
I

then the firm can obtain at least f:-7, whereas if the firm decides to replace him

with a new recruit, its infimum payoff is m~ for that period (out of a cake of size

just 1 - a), and then, if and after reaching an agreement with the outsider, it would

enter again a subgame like C E . Hence, a = max [a,m~+ g8a] , from which the

above follows. Notice that in subgames of type CE , if an action (keeping the current

employment or switching bargaining partner) is considered optimal once, then it IS
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always optimal in all other subgames of that type. In the same manner one can

show the following:

9. If ~ > M~ + g8A, then A = ~, whereas if ~ < JVJ~ + g8A, then A

which comes from the fact that A = max [~, M~ + g8A].

Subgames of type G~

~
\-5'

10. m~+g8a 2: k C~5 - a) +(l-k) (~=~) -8 {k [Mfv + g6(~=;k)] + (1 - k) C~~1)}.

The infimum payoff the firm can achieve in a subgame G~ is the infimum payoff from

an agreement with the outsider plus the infimum of the stream of future payoffs it

can obtain in the following subgame eE . conditional on a settlement being agreed.

which explains the left hand side of the above inequality. In order for its proposal

to be accepted by the worker, such infimum payoff will have to be no less than what

is left of the discounted sum of all profits that can be generated over time nef of

the most the worker can claim in the following round. Here, then. we can have

two alternative cases. Suppose that ~::. 2: m~ + g8a =} a = ~~. Then. we can

rearrange the inequality as m~ :::: m~. [n this case the outsider knows that oncp

hired the firm will be prepared to keep him in the following round. turning him

into an insider. However, we need to distinguish further between the case in which

this condition holds with equality, and the case where it does not. If the latter. thp

most the outsider can obtain in subgames in which he is a proposer is his supremUll1

payoff plus what it could get afterwards - conditional on an agreement being reachecl

- in a subgame of type eE , that is, AiR· + g8(~=;k). Alternatively, the value of the

infimum payoff to the firm when bargaining with an outsider is going to be exactly

equal to the infimum payoff when bargaining with an insider, since otherwise the

firm would not retain the entrant: hence m~ = m~.
I . 0

On the other hand, if ~ < m~ + g8a =} a = ~, the outsider anticipates that if

hired, he will be laid off in the subsequent period (the firm is a "revolving door"),

so that he will be prepared to bargain only over one period profits; however from

the point of view of the firm, it will have to forego /vJ~/ in each of the following

(infinite) rounds, that is ~.

If we let k be a variable which takes value 1 in case of bonding between the worker

and the firm and value 0 in case of short term agreement, the above follows.

11. J'v[fv:::; 1 - a - m~. To start with. it is worth recalling that after any proposal from

the worker, the firm can choose between moving to the following round. in which

it is its turn to make a proposa.l, and opting out and start another bargain with
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another outsider (being again the first mover). In both cases the firm acquires the

right to make an offer, finding itself at the beginning of two identical subgames:

however by opting out it does not need wait until the following period. so that

opting out is always optimal. Hence the above comes as a reduction of :'vIRf ::;

1 - ex - max [m~,8m~].

Consider now the "revolving door" outsider; in order for his proposal to be accepted,

he will have to offer the firm at least the infimum it could get if it were do disagree

and opt out, that is 1 - ex - m~ (since his bargaining objective is how to share just

one period profits). Next, let us turn to the "long run" outsider. Since he anticipates

that the firm is going to keep him as an insider - conditional on an agreement being

reached -, his supremum payoff will be given by the sum of the most he can get in the

present agreement and of what the firm will concede in the subsequent subgames of

type G~ and from then omyards, that is JI~ + 5(11-_:~'). Such supremum payoff will

be no more than the discounted sum of all future profits net of the infimum p<lyoff

the firm could obtain by opting out, that is its share of profits for that round plus

the present discounted value of the continuation game, 8A. However the outsider

will be prepared to bargain over the infinite time horizon only if the firm has no

incentive to deviate at the beginning of the subsequent subgame GE , that is if:

m I 0 s: :::::l 0 Sm ~ '_ 0 JT:1 2:: mF + gua :::::} 1-0 2:: m F + 9 1-0 ~ g - 1 :::::} mF ::; mF.

which will be true either if the above inequality holds, or else, if the firm decides

to concede on a wage m~ = m~. Therefore the supremum payoff to the worker is:
~1'0 S{1-m!) I (0 srn!) h' h b d. 0 . 0!Vjw+~ ::; I_S-ex- mF +~ \V lC can e rearrange as AIw ::; l-a-m F .

Hence, in both the "long run" and the "short run" case we have the same behavior,

and 11. follows. Proceeding in a similar way, but this time substituting supremum

for infimum and viceversa one can show that the following holds:

12. lvJ? +g8A::; k C~s - ex) +(1-k) (~=~) -8 {k [m?v + 9S(~=~[l] + (1- k) (~)}

and m~ 2:: 1 - ex - ill? At this point we can analyze what happens in the various

cases.

13.
,WO m~

revolving door case: k = O. Then, A = T:'& and a = \=1. Equations sub 10. and

11. reduce to lvfR, ::; 1 - ex - m~ and:

os:> I-a s:(~) 0+ s:~ > I-a c(~)m F + gua _ 1=5 - V I-S :::::} mF gv 1-S - 1=5 - () I-S

which can be rearranged as (1 - 8 +g8 - h)m~ 2:: (1 - ~)(1 - 0). Since 1t00\'('\'(~r this

implies that g = 1, we can rewrite it as m~ 2:: I - Q. so t.hat AIg ::; O. Proceeding in

a similar manner for equations sab 12. one ohtains cH? ::; I - Q. so that m~. 2:: O.
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Again, since M; ~ mi it follows that j'vJ~ = 1 - a: = m~, and M~ = 0 = mRr.

Notice that this implies that A =~ =~ = a, and that g = 1. Moreover, notice

that this is a "self contained" result which does not depend on whether or not the

outside option is relevant to the firm when it bargains with its insider. We showed

above (sub 5.) what happens when labor turnover costs are so high that replacing

the incumbent worker is not profitable for the firm; in that case an agreement is

struck on the bilateral monopoly outcome. We can then turn to what happens in

bargains between the firm and the insider when the outside option is valuable to

the firm.

By direct substitution in ~ ~ 1~5 - 8 C~b - i\1~ + 'P - g8A) and -a ~ 1~5 -

.c ( 1 0 .c ) t ~ < 1 .c [1 ~10' ~] I' I' I'v 1-5 - mF + Y - gva we ge 1-5 _ 1-5 -v 1=8 - lV F + :P - 1-5 ,w 11C 1 Jmp 1es

h ,'ffI .c[ ( ").] d ~ 1-[1 . 0 5m~].t at ,V1F ~ 1 - v a: + 1 - b :p ,an 1-,' ~ 1-,' - 0 I-b - mF + Y - ~ . trom

which m~ ~ 1 - 8[a: + (1 - 8)y] follows. which coupled together yield: .\I}- :s:
1 - 8[a: + (1 - 8)y] :s: m~ :::} ~Hf- = rn~.

We can now proceed and compute the subgame perfect unique equilibrium partitions

in subgames starting with an offer by the worker in subgames of type G{I" Recall
!HI 1 0 m l

that in 6. and 7. we showed that ~ ~ 1-5 - mF + Y - g8a and 1~~ ~ 1~-5 -

lVJ~ + 'P - g8A; thus, by substitution it is easy to check that ~ ~ 1~.='l +Y ~ .'vI/v.

which implies m(v = 0: + (1 - h)y = !V1{v

14. "bonding" case: k = 1. Then, A = ;\~~ and a = ~~. Equations suh 10. and ll.

o 1 [0 5(l-m;")]reduce to mF + g8a ~ 1-5 - a: - 8 Alw +g~ , from which it follows that

o 5m' 1 ..c ["10 5(l-m l l] d Llo 0 .'mF + gT?f ~ 1=8 - 0 - v iv, W +g~ an ,v, w :s: 1 - 0 - mF' ~ext, we have

to distinguish further between the "plain" bonding case (in which m~ > m~), and

the case for m~ = m~.

(a) "plain"bonding case.' Then by substitution of the expression for a and A. above.

we can reduce the inflmum payoff to the firm to:

m~ +g~ ~ 1~5 - 0:'- 8 [1 - a: - m~ + g5(~=;k)] :::} (1 - 8)m~ ~ 1 - (1 

8)a: _ b(~=~o)m~,

and repeating the same argument for the supremum equilibrium payoff to the

firm and the infimum for the worker it easy to verify that mRr ~ 1 - a: - l'vl~

and (1 - 8)i'v[~ :s: 1 - (1 - 8)0: - 5(~=~5lm~. As before, we have to distinguish

whether or not the outside option is relevant to the firm when bargaining with

the insider in order to determine the value of m~ and .Mk: hence:

v



1. outside option not relevant: Again, as seen before: 1vIfy = i\lIJ = I~S

m~ = Mfy, so that we can express the infimum equilibrium payoff to

the outsider as (1 - 8)m~ 2: 1 - (1 - 8)0' - O(~=~O) 1~0' But this implies

that 9 = 1, so that we can simplify this expression and re-arrange it. to

yield m~ 2: 1~02 - 0'. Similarly for the supremum: M9 :s I~P - 0', so

that, since MJ 2: m~, it must be true that Mf' = m~. This implies that

M~ :s 1 - 0' - M9 = 1 - 0' - m~ :S mR", from which it follows t.hat:

~I\II~ = -1~282 = mR".

11. relevant outside option: In this case, as we saw above: (1 + 8)m~ 2:
1 + C 0 _ C th t· ('1 _ C) 0 > 1 _ (1 _ C) ,_ s(1-go) l+om~_-S',oamp ar.p, so a. a mp _ a 0 1-,) 1+,)'

Since this implies that 9 = 1, we can simplify the above inequality and re

arrange it to obtain m~ 2: 1+8\, - (1- 82)a, so that m~ 2: 1-8(1- 8)(:p+

0:). Reiterating this procedure it is easy to verify that. M9 :S l + 82:p 

(1-82)0:, and MJ:s 1-8(1-8)(:p+0'), which implies that MJ = m~ and

1vI9 = m~, since we assumed ;VI! 2: mi. Then straightforward subst.itution

determines M~ ='_82 (y + 0') = m?v and }\lffv = (1 - 8)(y + 0') = m{,v.

(b) indifference case: We now consider the case where although m~ />m~. still

the two parties in equilibrium engage in a permanent relationship. Then t.he

infimum the firm can achieve in any S.P.E. in which it makes an offer is m~ =

mi-; analogously, for the supremum it has to be that MfJ = AIJ. The value

of m~ and NIf' will depend on whether or not the outside option is relevant in

the bargaining between the firm and the insider; therefore:

1. outside option not relevant: In this case, as we showed before. }vlfv =
MJ = ~1\II9 = l~S = m~ = m~ = m{,v· Therefore the unique s.p.e. payoff

to the outsider can be expressed as mR" = 1 - 0' - 1~8 = 1:8 - 0' = Ma·.
I

11. relevant outside option: In this case, as we showed sub 6. and 7., 2'i- 2: 1+
8(m~+r.p-g8a) = 1+8(m~+r.p-g~)::} 1~~fm~ 2: 1+8(m~-8r.p),

and ~ :S 1+8 (M9 + r.p - g8A) = 1+8 CH9 + r.p - g~), which implies

1~2rMJ:s 1+8(MfJ-8r.p). By substituting the above expressions in those

for m7 and M9, and noticing that now 9 = 1, one obtains MJ :S 1 - 8r.p,

which implies that MJ = m~ = AI9 = m~. Then, by substituting back in

the expressions for the supremum and infimum payoffs to the outsider and

the insider, it is straightforward to verify that Mfy :S 8r.p 2: m{,v, which can

be true only if M(v = m(y; and .\lI~ :S r.p 2: mR", which implies M~ = m?v.

Therefore in all cases the supremum and the infimum payoff coincide. so that there

VI



•

is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium agreement.

Finally, by substituting the s. p.e. payoffs in the inequalities which distinguish the

various cases it is straightforward to derive the threshold values 21 has to be deri ved

from for the parameters a and cp.

This concludes the proof.

21 Observe that for the "indifference case" the condition for 0' comes from requiring life-long earnings

for an entrant to be non-negative.

VII
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